The 2016 Novel Idea Salon: The Quirks of Research

Thursday, April 7th
6:00 pm
Cascades Hall 248, COCC Campus

How much is our personality, history, culture, and even desire embedded in the way we do research?

Inspired by the Deschutes Public Library Novel Idea selection - Euphoria by Lily King - faculty from COCC and OSU-Cascades will host a panel discussion exploring this question. Join us for an eye-opening, mind-tickling, multi-layered conversation.

Cat Finney, COCC Library
Michael Giamellaro, OSU-Cascades STEM Education

Amy Harper, COCC Anthropology
Elizabeth Parks, COCC Communication

Ann Petersen, OSU-Cascades Biology
Ellen Santasiero, OSU-Cascades Literature & Composition

Amelia Taylor, OSU-Cascades Mathematics & Statistics
Sara Thompson, OSU-Cascades Library